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Your best quote that reflects your 
approach… “It’s one small step for 
man, one giant leap for mankind.”

- NEIL ARMSTRONG



Recommendation
I recommend “longing” SRS because it is at an extremely low price, and its stock price could increase 200% 

Investment Thesis: The market has ignored concerns of bad debt among the world and the US Economy. There as been a housing bubble 
developing for 3 years. There is around 10 Trillion dollars of Bad Mortgage Debt in the US, and COVID-19 will bring light to this, causing an 
economic collapse like or worse than the 2008 financial crisis.

Catalysts In the next 3 months, we will see forbearance on unemployed homeowners and payment plans for mortgages. ¾ of the 
mortgages are insured by the government, however a collapse in the private sector will cause the entire economy to collapse since they 
are not insured. A current market collapse or “red flags” will most likely bring housing down with it.

Risks Due to the compounding of daily returns, holding periods of greater than one day can result in returns that are significantly
different than the target return and ProShares' returns over periods other than one day will likely differ in amount and possibly direction 
from the target return for the same period. These effects may be more pronounced in funds with larger or inverse multiples and in funds 
with volatile benchmarks. Investors should monitor their holdings as frequently as daily.

We can mitigate these risks by purchasing shares as we see the market crumbling. The multiplier will work in our favor in the case of a 
crash. (Multiplied Inverse Gains > Multiplied Inverse Losses)



SRS – 2007 to present
Notice current volume spikes that have not occurred since 2008 (each candle is one month)

Multiple reverse stock splits have been implemented to maintain fund profitability, but have the same 

risk to reward as 2008



Thesis

Pandemic

•World Shutdown

•Economic Disruption

Economic 
Downturn

•Supply Chains disrupted

•Businesses operating at a 
loss

Market 
Crash

•Permanent Unemployment

•Bad Debt unable to be 
repaid

US Interest rates

US GDP Growth

US Inflation Rates



Permanent or Temporary Unemployment#1
• If unemployment is said to be permanent, this will mean that all progress has been lost since 

the 2008 recession, and possibly even more. Thus, resulting in people missing payments even 
with forbearance due to bad debt.

Government Insurance#2
• ¾ of mortgages are insured by the government, however a collapse in the private sector will 

cause a domino effect in the housing market, as well as the rest of the economy

Resurgence of COVID-19 #3
• COVID-19 has already taken a toll on the economy regarding QE as well as the relationship 

between firms and consumers. A loss of confidence due to a “second-wave” of the virus will 
cause the entire market to lose confidence exposing weaknesses in every aspect of the market. 

Catalysts



Returns and Fund Composition



Fund 
Holdings

• Consists of a variety of swaps, 
treasury bills, etc.

• These swaps create an inverse 
effect

• These swaps create an inverse 
effect due to the risks associated 
with them, and are only favored 
when there is a market downturn

• Decay is associated with these ETF’s 
because holding for long amounts of 
time will make the leverage 
multiplier unfavorable



Risks
Risk #1 : V-Shaped Recovery: If the economy recovers within the next 3 months without experiencing a downturn, 

the market is either ignoring or pricing in the economic data. If this is so, it will take a very large new catalyst to 

correct the market

Risk #2: Timing: Like short selling, you must time the trade perfectly in order to reduce loss and maximize profit. 

Any entry too late or too early could cause a major loss due to the nature of inverse ETF’s so we must know when 

to execute the trade based on catalysts mentioned before

Risk #3: Forbearance & Employment: If unemployment is not permanent, and landlords and banks allow for more 

than 1 year of forbearance, we will not see the housing bubble pop 

Worst Case Scenario: There is no second wave of COVID-19, a vaccine is developed by July, and all those who 

were unemployed are sent back to work by the beginning of September, and no business has closed permanently

Recommended Hedges: Current long positions, as well as technology stocks

Other Options: Sell out of all REITS when the housing market becomes flooded with supply when forbearance 

cannot stop the build up of years of bad debt.



Summary and Recommendations

• If able to execute at least 80% on time, we will be able to make a lot of profit and 
be able to bring our portfolio to an outperformance level.

• Although there is a higher risk, the reward is definitely worth it, since we are able 
to execute whenever we want.

Summary

• BUY 10 Shares of SDS around before housing crash (price likely to be around 
$23-$26 per share)

• Projected profit to be around 2x the loss of the Dow Jones US Real Estate Index 
(DJUSRE Drops 10%, we make 20%) 

• 2008- Dropped from 235.65 to 97.60, a 59% decrease, we would make 118%

Recommendation

• We execute around the price range of $23-$26 when the housing market has 
shown a catalyst

• We will sell when the sell off has stopped so we do not get massive losses from 
decay.

Execution


